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0 Publishable Summary
The main objective of SmartEnCity (SEC) is to develop a highly adaptable and replicable
systemic approach to urban transformation into sustainable, smart and resource-efficient
urban environments in Europe. This will be done through integrated planning and
implementing measures aimed at improving energy efficiency in the main consuming
sectors of cities, while increasing their supply of renewable energy. The underlying concept
of project is the Smart Zero Carbon City concept, where city carbon footprint and energy
demand are kept to a minimum through the use of technologies that save energy; energy
supply is entirely renewable and clean; and local energy resources are intelligently managed
by aware citizens, as well as coordinated public and private stakeholders. This approach will
be defined and implemented in the three Lighthouse (LH) city demonstrators - Vitoria-Gasteiz
in Spain, Tartu in Estonia and Sonderborg in Denmark.
In addition to implementing the smart solutions in the three LH cities of the project along with
the supporting activities (e.g. monitoring, evaluation, exploitation, dissemination and
communication), another crucial element of the SEC project is replication. Building on the
LH city activities, the aim of replication is to extend the experience gained and lessons
learned during the SEC project to other cities, making it easier for them to implement similar
smart city initiatives successfully in other contexts. This ensures that the project results will
not be confined to the LH city demonstration sites and their benefit alone – it is rather the
case that the integrated planning and smart solutions implemented in these sites will serve
as good examples and practices for other cities and encourage them to learn from the SEC
experience on their way to becoming Smart Zero CO2 cities.
The SEC project has already involved two “official” follower cities – Lecce in Italy and
Asenovgrad in Bulgaria – who will develop their city-specific integrated urban plans (IUPs)
and replication roadmaps in order to combine the SEC experience and their own smart city
ambitions in moving towards the zero-carbon vision. These follower cities are crucial in
demonstrating how the SEC project can benefit other cities. However, in order to bring the
SEC project results closer to other EU cities interested in integrated smart city solutions, the
SmartEnCity Network (SEC/N) that first and foremost brings together small and mediumsized European cities has been created to facilitate the replication process. Through the
SEC/N, the SEC project will offer access to specific know-how and project results, city
network, provide good/best practices and honest experiences and inspire its members to
launch integrated smart city initiatives through city-specific IUPs and replication roadmaps.
The SEC replication toolkit, described by this first version (D8.2) that will be improved and
finalized by the end of the project (D8.9), is the main document that should support cities in
boosting their own smart city journey and learning from the SEC experience. The toolkit
provides inspiration on two main levels – on a strategic level, it is based on the
concepts of Smart Zero CO2 cities and integrated urban planning, provides an overview of
the strategic concepts that underpin replication in SEC and describes the SEC integrated
approach. On a more practical level, it describes the SEC demonstration solutions that help
to achieve the strategic smart city goals and provides guidelines for replicating the SEC
approach in other urban contexts. In addition, the main replication tools are presented,
including a SEC/N self-service platform, webinars, study visits and IUP reviews. As such, this
report serves as the go-to document that explains how replication can happen based on the
SEC project activities, results and learnings.
SmartEnCity - GA No. 691883
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1 Introduction
There are several challenges when it comes to planning and implementing new smart city
solutions – municipalities and local partners cannot fund the entire infrastructural
investments needed for a smart city, information islands prevent resource integration in the
course of smart city development, citizens need to see the benefits of new technologies,
legacy systems and old applications might hinder new developments etc. Planning new
context-specific solutions is difficult and at the same time, replicating the already tried-andtested solutions of other cities might not work out in the expected way – there is a need for
local adaptation as one smart city solution usually cannot just be transplanted from one
geographic region and socio-economic context to another. The context, culture and
economics all play a big role.
However, it is still crucial to learn from the experience of others. After all, for a smart city to
be successful in its endeavours, one of the main things is to have enough initiative, ambition
and skills. Key skills include both smart city planning and design skills as well as smart city
implementation and management skills, and these can be significantly boosted in many
ways. One way is to make use of what other smart city projects are offering – for this end,
the SEC project has devised a replication toolkit to help to benefit any city stakeholders
interested in learning from its lessons.
Through taskforce meetings, teleconferences, desk research and analysis, the first version
of the SEC replication framework and toolkit has been completed. In the coming years of
the project, the toolkit will be regularly reviewed and updated according to the activities and
needs of other related tasks, resulting in a final replication toolkit document in M66, the
official end of the project.

1.1 Purpose and target group
This report is one of the key outputs of the replication work package (WP8) in the SEC
project, which aims at ensuring that the integrated approach that will be demonstrated in the
LH cities will be successfully replicated elsewhere in Europe so to move towards
sustainable and resource-efficient urban environments. For enabling and supporting
replication efforts in other LH city districts, in the two follower cities of Lecce and Asenovgrad
as well the SEC Network members, a solid replication framework will be developed – this
is the ultimate aim of D8.2.
The main purpose of the deliverable is to provide answers for the following questions that
lay the foundation for replication to take place:







What are the Smart Zero CO2 cities that SEC strives for?
How do and can smart city networks learn from each other?
What is replication in SEC?
Which learning from SEC can be replicated?
How can the SEC journey be replicated?
What are the SEC replication tools and how can they benefit cities?

The main target groups of the deliverable are:
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SEC follower cities – with the support of SEC partners, Asenovgrad and Lecce will
create their city-specific IUPs and replication roadmaps;
SEC Network members – cities who have committed themselves to follow the SEC
learning journey and who are encouraged to initiate their own integrated urban
planning processes;
Other city stakeholders – stakeholders (city planners, NGOs, citizen groups)
interested in learning from some aspect of the SEC experience;
SEC partners – extending the LH city demo area activities to other city districts;
Private sector partners - interested in being part of a growing marketplace.

1.2 Relation to other activities in the project
Table 2 depicts the main relationship of this deliverable to other activities and deliverables
developed within the SEC project and that should be considered along with this document for
further understanding of its contents.
Del. No.

Contributions

D2.3

Strategic input – New business models, procurement schemes and financing
mechanisms for smart city projects

D2.4

Strategic input – City needs and baseline definition process and methods

D2.5

Strategic input – Integrated Management models for large scale Smart City
transformation projects

D2.6

Strategic input – Citizen Engagement Strategy and deployment plan

D2.7

Strategic input – Integrated SmartEnCity Strategy

D3.1

LH demo descriptions (Vitoria-Gasteiz diagnosis and baseline)

D4.1

LH demo descriptions (Tartu diagnosis and baseline)

D5.1

LH demo descriptions (Sonderborg diagnosis and baseline)

D7.2

Strategic input (KPIs)

D7.3

Strategic input (evaluation protocols)

D7.4

Strategic input (city impact evaluation)

D8.1

Strategic input (SEC Network strategy and activities)

Table 2: Relation to other activities in the project

1.3 Contributions of partners
Table 3 depicts the main contributions from SEC partners in developing this deliverable.
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Partner
IBS (Institute of Baltic Studies)
TEC (Fundacion Tecnalia
Research & Innovation)

Contributions
Leader of the task, drafting the toolkit
Input from SEC WP2 and WP7, synergies with task 8.4

MON (Mondragon Corporacion
Cooperativa SCoop)

Input from SEC WP2, especially for chapter 7

AAU (Aalborg Universitet)

Research on city networks, input for chapter 4

PLAN (Planenergi Fond)

Webinar concept in WP8, input on integrated urban planning
and energy transition

ZERO (Project ZERO A/S)
SEZ (Steinbeis Innovation
gGmbH)

Input from the SEC/N strategy, integration with the SEC/N webbased self-service city information & tools platform
Synergies with dissemination and exploitation strategies

LECC (Citta di Lecce/Comune di
Lecce)

Commenting on replication concept and framework

DAPP (D’Appolonia SPA)

Commenting on replication concept and framework

ASEN (Obshtini Asenovgrad)

Commenting on replication concept and framework

SEC (Sofia Energy Centre Ltd)

Commenting on replication concept and framework

ACC (Acciona Infraestructuras
S.A.)

Synergies with task 8.5, input for chapter 7

Table 3: Contribution of partners
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2 Objectives and expected impact
2.1 Objective
According to the Horizon 2020 Work Programme1, the aim of the “Smart and Sustainable
Cities” cross-cutting focus area is to bring together “cities, industry and citizens to
demonstrate solutions and business models that can be scaled up and replicated, and that
lead to measurable benefits in energy and resource efficiency, new markets and jobs. /…/
Particular focus will be on creating the right enabling frameworks for large-scale innovation at
urban scale, including the development and testing of new business, financing and
governance models that allow for quick replication at scale.”
In line with this emphasis on the importance of replicability in H2020 projects, the objective
of task 8.2. and D8.2 in the SEC project is to develop and describe the replication
framework and toolkit that serves other activities in WP8 “Replication to Followers and
Smart Cities Network”, especially related to transferring lighthouse city results and
knowledge to follower cities (task 8.4.) and to compiling replication roadmaps (task 8.5.), and
including the following basic sections:






Replication through city networks – the way in which city networks operate and
cities learn from each other;
Replication in SEC – the strategic concepts that underpin replication in SEC (e.g.
Smart Zero CO2 cities and integrated urban planning);
Replicable elements in SEC – overview of the SEC integrated approach and demo
solutions in all the LH cities;
Replicating the SEC journey – guidelines for replicating the SEC integrated
approach in other urban contexts;
SEC replication tools – the tools that SEC offers for increasing replication readiness
(e.g. webinars, study tours, capacity-building workshops and reports).

2.2 Expected impact
The SEC replication toolkit will guide and encourage the development of individual IUPs
(integrated urban plans reflecting the SEC strategic concept) and replication roadmaps
(presenting concrete technical solutions to be implemented) by SEC follower cities, SEC
Network cities or other small and medium sized cities across Europe and elsewhere.
Ultimately, replication in SEC will lead to individual IUPs for each of the five partner cities (i.e.
three LH and two follower cities) in SEC and at least 15 ongoing integrated planning
processes among the SEC Network. As such, task 8.2. will offer input for developing the
replication roadmaps (developed through tasks 8.4 and 8.5), which will be designed as a
means of repeating the main learnings of the LH cities and will include tools and actions
needed to implement the IUPs and achieve the desired impact of the regeneration strategy,
including the intended audience and scope of action in each local context where replication
can happen.
1

Horizon 2020 Work Programme 2016-2017. Available at:
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/wp/2016_2017/main/h2020-wp1617focus_en.pdf
SmartEnCity - GA No. 691883
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In addition to the tangible outputs like IUPs and replication roadmaps, the replication toolkit
also aims at broader levels of impact which are summarised in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Expected impact of the SEC replication framework and toolkit

SmartEnCity - GA No. 691883
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3 Overall approach
In SEC, the aim of replication is to make it easier Replication = transferring LH city results
for other cities to implement similar integrated and knowledge to other cities moving
towards the zero-carbon vision so they
smart city projects successfully in other could implement similar integrated smart
contexts, building on the LH city lessons and city projects.
extending the insights. For replication to be
successful, a toolkit is foreseen for codifying the project results and lessons learned and
making them available so that others can use them. Most of all, this toolkit will outline the
strategy and tools for replication in SEC. The potential implementation of this toolkit will
be supported by the SEC Network platform2, including a city solution filter and best practices,
a calendar of relevant events, tweets, replication guidelines, useful tools and methodologies;
and the SEC website3, incl. project materials and publications, news, LH solution
descriptions.
More specifically, the SEC replication toolkit proceeds from the following fundamental
principles:














In line with the H2020 smart cities and communities call4, replication in SEC is closely
connected to replication potential, i.e. the potential that other similar projects could
replicate the positive results in the same city, in the country and elsewhere in Europe;
However, whereas the call emphasised the importance of developing “bankable and
well-working innovative solutions” that can be replicated elsewhere, replication in
SEC has an integrated approach that does not only focus on individual smart
solutions, but on the way these solutions can be combined to maximize impact and
reflected into the (existing) strategic city policy documents;
The SEC integrated and action-oriented approach is about how solutions are planned
and implemented in the project across various city sectors simultaneously,
focusing on energy, mobility and ICT while ensuring strong citizen participation;
The three integrated approaches that SEC offers based on the demonstration actions
of Vitoria-Gasteiz, Tartu and Sonderborg all proceed from the concept of Smart Zero
CO2 cities – the ultimate aim is cities that have zero CO2 emissions on an annual
basis (see more in section 5.1);
IUPs are an important outcome of integrated planning processes in SEC and form the
basis for implementation, so individual IUPs will also be developed or improved
for both of the SEC follower cities (Lecce and Asenovgrad) and encouraged to be
initiated among the SEC Network;
The SmartEnCity Network (SEC/N) is the main replication platform in SEC, offering
honest proven experience, inspirational cases, integrated approach insights and
replication tools to mainly small and medium-sized European cities;
In order to facilitate replication processes, the SEC project knowledge and learning
will be captured in several replication tools, including webinars, study tours,
capacity-building workshops and a self-service platform.

2

Available at: http://smartencitynetwork.eu/
Available at: http://smartencity.eu/
4
European Commission (2015). FAQ. Available at: http://ec.europa.eu/eip/smartcities/files/h2020faq_en.pdf
3
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As such, replication in SEC focuses on three major stakeholders – the LH cities planning
and implementing demo solutions and transferring their knowledge, the follower cities who
are committed to closely observing the LH progress and developing their own IUPs and
replication roadmaps, and the SEC Network, a group of interested small and medium-sized
European cities who will be inspired to pursue integrated urban development processes and
even launch their own integrated urban planning processes. Private sector or industry
partners are also important stakeholders to be involved in each of the main three target
groups of SEC project into the journey towards Smart Zero CO2 city and work closely with the
public and research sector in developing and implementing smart (and technologically
advanced) solutions. In terms of replication, these stakeholders will be connected through
the underlying concepts of integrated urban planning and Smart Zero CO2 cities and through
sharing the SEC project results and lessons (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: SEC replication approach and major target groups

In the following chapters, all of these principles are described and discussed in greater
details, creating a joint framework that will help interested cities understand the essence of
replication in SEC, the value creation by using the SEC toolkit in planning similar integrated
smart city initiatives and projects - and to ultimately move towards the Smart Zero CO2 vision.

SmartEnCity - GA No. 691883
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4 How do cities learn from each other?
In this section, a brief history and description of city networks is outlined. The way city
networks replicate is described and some main lessons from replication in networks is
presented so that SEC can learn from this experience. City networks are not the only tool for
facilitating learning, however, this background information is important since the SEC project
foresees that replication can be encouraged especially through the created SEC/N which will
inspire and facilitate mutual learning and motivation to proceed with smart integrated
planning in the energy transition of a city. At the same time, network tools for effective
knowledge exchange and learning may be different and the SEC project has also foreseen a
wide range of tools to support the SEC/N (see also chapter 8).
Cities in Europe have been increasing in population over the last century, which has led to
greater urbanisation and globalisation. In an effort for cities to develop themselves and to
avoid negative impacts on the environment and human health, there has been a drive to
engage with each other to find proper solutions for urban challenges. In the Rio Summit in
1992, this became even more evident when local action for sustainable development was
signified as being important through Chapter 28 of the Agenda 21.
Cities were driven to engage with each other in City network = an initiative or organisation
order to share ideas, knowledge and experience of local and/or regional authorities and/or
and replicate successful solutions from one city to communities who learn from each other.
Socio-ecological transition, for example into
another. City networks are seen as a crucial actor Smart Zero CO cities, requires continued
2
to address the challenges since they create learning, experimenting and reframing of
opportunities
for
peer-to-peer
learning, existing problems at all levels of
replication and innovation. City networks can be government and city networks are useful in
order to facilitate these processes.
defined as “an initiative or organisation of
memberships of local and/or regional authorities and/or communities”.5
City networks can address the complexity of the challenges because:
 the nature of the impacts is similar in different cities; therefore, solutions can be
replicated;
 the nature of the impacts is characterised by trans-boundary challenges such as
climate change, ozone layer depletion, acid rain, biodiversity loss and so on;
therefore, cities share the same challenges;
 decentralisation in many European countries has increased the responsibility of
regional and local authorities.
Since the 1990s, cities have accelerated their initiatives to implement solutions to address
the burgeoning impacts and to develop in a sustainable way. Since the early 1990s,
numerous city networks related to sustainability have been set up. In 2013, there were 46
sustainability-related city networks in Europe6 and it is likely that there are even more
networks today. The peak period in which city networks were set up was during 1990 to
2003, in which 60% of networks were set up7.
5

Labaeye, A., Sauer, T. (2013) City networks and the socio-ecological transition. A European
inventory, WWWforEurope Work. Pap. 27.
6
Ibid.
7
Ibid.
SmartEnCity - GA No. 691883
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Today, there are a few leading networks that have established themselves, which include
Local Governments for Sustainability (ICLEI), Covenant of Mayors, C40 and United Cities &
Local Governments (UCLG)8. ICLEI is a leader of networks that develop methodologies,
standards and tools, as it has led the development of the International Emissions Analysis
Protocol (2009) and the Global Protocol for Community Scale GHG Emissions (2012) which
both aim to define a standard approach for measuring greenhouse gases emissions at the
local level9.
Originally, many city networks were set up as a way to continue collaboration after an EUfunded project which was based on necessity and was done on a voluntary basis.
Consequently, city networks are often not permanent and they face challenges in remaining
active, and hence numerous networks cease to exist today. The main reason why the
networks cease to exist is not that they are unimportant, but often due to organisational
challenges related to financing or lack of leadership or ownership. Therefore, despite some
networks disappear, new networks are developed over time with new funding sources and
organisational ambitions and structures. As an example, smart city networks appear to be
a revival of network activity, as well as networks with specific energy sector emphasis
such as the CELSIUS network.10
City networks are an important instrument today and this was already evidenced in 2008,
when the Covenant of Mayors was set up by the EU Commission, indicating that city
networks were becoming an important institutional approach to policy-making. This network
aims to bring together municipal authorities in order to achieve the targets of the EU climate
and Energy Package, where municipalities commit to reaching or exceeding the EU target of
20% CO2 reductions by 202011 and 40% cuts by 203012.
Smart Zero CO2 cities can be defined as a socio-ecological transition (SET) and in
previous research, it has been shown that to achieve the changes needed for a successful
SET, there is a need for continued learning, experimenting and reframing of existing
problems at all levels of government13. Therefore, networks and campaigns are seen as an
important tool in the SET.

4.1 City networks and the way they operate today
Essential functions of networks include learning, inspiration, knowledge and experience
exchange. Thus, they are key tools for replicating solutions between cities. There are two
main ways in which city networks can operate: 1) city-to-city information sharing, where the
network provides a platform for cities to engage with each other and knowledge is provided
from the cities, or 2) the networks provide knowledge from themselves, which is distributed to
8

Stepputat, F. Voorst. R.V. (2016). Giving Cities a voice in the new urban agenda. Danish Institute for
International Studies (DIIS).
9
Labaeye, A., Sauer, T. (2013). City networks and the socio-ecological transition. A European
inventory, WWWforEurope Work. Pap. 27.
10
Available at: http://celsiuscity.eu/
11
Covenant of Mayors office (2012). Available at: http://www.eumayors.eu/about/covenantsupporters_en.html
12
European Commission (2017). 2030 climate and energy framework. Available at:
https://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/strategies/2030_en
13
Labaeye, A., Sauer, T. (2013). City networks and the socio-ecological transition. A European
inventory, WWWforEurope Work. Pap. 27.
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the cities. Alternatively, there could be a mixture of both, which is similar to how the SEC
network operates (see also Chapter 8).
The main function of city networks has been to share information between cities, but it has
also been to provide technical support, project coordination, funding and advocacy14. Many
networks have evolved beyond basic information sharing and now they support their
members by developing and coordinating projects and encouraging cooperation between
cities on common collaborative projects as well as sourcing funding; particularly from EU
sources15.
Networks can serve different purposes and it is important that this is made clear when setting
up the network. Table 4 below presents the three main focus areas as well as the most
important functions and most common benefits of city networks. In summary, today, city
networks are seen as useful disseminators and producers of knowledge, local capacity
builders (i.e. providing tools and methodologies), and new voices about concerns from
local and regional authorities to higher levels of governance16.
17

Main focus areas
Exchange information, knowledge,
and best practices

Some important functions

Increase the capacity of cities

Knowledge transfer

Voice city concerns in the
international arena

Service provision
Branding
Funding

Lobbying

18

Common benefits
Fostering global
citizenship
Strengthening municipal
institutions
Improving liveability and
access to services

Table 4: Main focus areas, functions and benefits of city networks

City networks focus mainly on urban and environmental issues, and social and governance
aspects. The most popular themes are urban issues, ecology/environment, social issues and
governance issues (decentralisation/subsidiarity).19 Energy system transformation, or Smart
Zero CO2 cities / low-carbon smart cities has not been a traditional focus area of European
city networks. The latest review from 2013 showed that less than 30% of the networks focus
on energy and just above 10% focus on communications/technology transfer, below 10%
focus on transport/mobility. About 1% focus on education and jobs.20

14

Labaeye, A., Sauer, T. (2013). City networks and the socio-ecological transition. A European
inventory, WWWforEurope Work. Pap. 27.
15
Kern, K., Bulkeley, H. (2009). Cities, Europeanization and Multi-level Governance: Governing
Climate Change through Transnational Municipal Networks. JCMS: Journal of Common Market
Studies 47 (2), pp. 309–332.
16
Labaeye, A., Sauer, T. (2013). City networks and the socio-ecological transition. A European
inventory, WWWforEurope Work. Pap. 27.
17
Bouteligier, S (2011). Global cities and networks for global environmental governance. PhD. KU
Leuven, Leuven.
18
Bontenbal, M.C. (2009) Cities as partners. The challenge to strengthen urban governance through
North-South city partnerships. Available at:
https://dspace.library.uu.nl/bitstream/handle/1874/33316/bontenbal.pdf?sequence=1
19
Labaeye, A., Sauer, T. (2013). City networks and the socio-ecological transition. A European
inventory, WWWforEurope Work. Pap. 27.
20
Ibid.
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4.1.1 Replication through city networks
This section describes some of the ways in which successful replication is done between
cities within the networks. It should be noted that even though information sharing is the core
of the activities of networks, it is uncommon that the networks develop specific activities that
address the challenges of constructive communications, and communication is often kept as
a means to an end and not an area to focus on21.
Replication in city networks involves a few important factors that should be considered when
trying to have successful replication. The three factors are: 1) the replicated content, 2) the
replication tool and 3) the nature and relationship of the “teacher” and the “student”.
Examples of these are described below:
1. The replicated content can involve action plans, funding generation, technical
knowledge and solutions, development of new standards, pioneering new methods,
developing new tools, exclusive information, subject matter, policies and regulations.
2. The replication tools can involve workshops, study trips, conferences, webinars,
events, annual meetings, websites, newsletters, written material, videos,
awards/certificates etc.
3. The nature and relationship of the “teacher and the student” is for instance about
the duration of interaction they have with each other, the type of interaction they have,
and the level of communication with each other. Factors that could influence this
relationship include the spatial scope of the network, for example if teachers and
students are from different cultural backgrounds or distant countries; or if the teacher
and student are political or technical actors which influences the way in which they
communicate and learn from each other.
It is important that the combination of these three elements described above fit the problem
being addressed in the city network. For example, does the replication tool for an action plan
fit with the nature of the teacher and student? It is also important how tight the coalition is
between the members in the network in order for replication to work.

4.2 City networks
replication

and

fundamental

barriers

to

successful

The fundamental barriers to successful replication among city networks are not only related
to technical implementation, but they involve other factors such as policy, financial and legal
aspects. Mosannenzadeh et al. investigated empirical data on the barriers of implementing
smart energy city projects in Europe in previous smart city projects, i.e. CONCERTO, and
the main barriers are presented below. They also looked into the causal relationship between
the different barriers, identifying how much each barrier affects other barriers.22
The top 5 barriers that recur the most often in the implementation of smart energy city
projects include23:
1. lack of skilled and trained personnel;
2. lack of good cooperation and acceptance among partners;
21

Ibid.
Mosannenzadeh, F., Di Nucci, M. R. & Vettorato, D. (2017). Identifying and prioritizing barriers to
implementation of smart energy city projects in Europe: An empirical approach.
23
Ibid.
22
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3. insufficient external financial support and funding for project activities;
4. limited access to capital and cost disincentives;
5. economic crisis.
The top 5 barriers with the highest level of impact on the implementation of smart energy city
projects include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

negative effects of project intervention on the natural environment;
time-consuming requirements by EC concerning reporting and accountancy;
fragmented ownership;
lacking or fragmented local political commitment and support in the long term;
lack of skilled and trained personnel.

By combining the recurrence and impact of the barriers together there are four barriers that
have a high criticality:
1.
2.
3.
4.

lack of good cooperation and acceptance among partners;
fragmented ownership;
insufficient external financial support and funding for project activities;
lack of skilled and trained personnel.

The four barriers with the lowest criticality included:
1.
2.
3.
4.

split incentives;
energy price distortion;
non-effective regulation;
risk and uncertainty.

C40, a city network for megacities, lists six major challenge themes about how city
practitioners experience the most significant obstacles to climate action in C40 cities and
these challenges are similar in nature to the ones listed above24. The six challenges include:










Vertical and horizontal coordination – this challenge relates to the relationship
between a city authority and other government actors.
Better internal city operations and capacity – this challenge relates to the
governance within the city authority, and how the city government implements its
roles and responsibilities.
Presenting the case for climate action – this challenge relates to collecting,
accessing, analysing and presenting information about the benefits of climate action
beyond simply reducing emissions or risks from climate change.
Understanding and engaging urban stakeholders – this challenge relates to how
city staff, even where they have strong evidence of the benefits of climate action, may
still struggle to effectively engage with and collaborate with key stakeholders.
Collaborating with the private sector – this challenge relates to the importance and
difficulty of collaboration between city government and the private sector.
Finance for climate action – this challenge relates to accessing funding to take
climate action forward, potentially because the city government struggles to
demonstrate the financial case for a climate action.

A city network that focuses on Smart Zero CO2 cities / low-carbon smart cities (like in the
case of SEC, read more in chapter 5), in comparison to traditional city networks, has a more
24

C40
(2016).
Unlocking
Climate
Action
in
Megacities.
http://www.c40.org/researches/unlocking-climate-action-in-megacities
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complicated ambition and thus more challenges. The aim of networks focusing on lowcarbon transition is to address numerous carbon emitting sources and this involves
transitioning from one energy system to another. The energy system transition requires
deconstructing an existing infrastructure, the associated systems, and reconstructing a new
one, technically, economically and socially.
Energy efficiency and energy savings are high priority in the low-carbon transition and these
goals can be achieved via relatively low-conflict changes such as retrofitting buildings,
changing user behaviour, public transport and so on. However, some of the main
technologies that will likely lead to large reductions in carbon emissions have higher
conflicting elements due to their competition with incumbent technologies or
implementation challenges, these technologies include for example electric vehicles (EVs),
district heating, solar photovoltaics and wind power, large-scale heat pumps, synthetic
transport fuels, synthetic gas and so on. All of these technologies have unique challenges
when trying to integrate them into the city.
These challenges are similar to other challenges addressed by other city networks, but the
difference is that some of them are more significant because they relate to transitioning the
energy system. Table 5 below shows some of the old challenges addressed by older
networks (in descending order from the most common occurrence in networks) and some of
the new challenges faced by low-carbon smart city networks.
25

Traditional city network challenges
Urban issues (i.e. water management,
public spaces)

Ecology/environment (i.e. nature services)
Social issues (i.e. crime)
Governance issues (i.e. municipal
organisation)
Energy (i.e. retrofitting buildings)
Cultural issues (i.e. population dynamics)
Communication/technology transfer (i.e.
ICT)
Transport/mobility (i.e. roads, public
transport)

New low-carbon city network challenges
Numerous policy and regulatory changes (i.e. energy
taxation)
New energy planning institutions and tasks (i.e. within
the municipality)
New actor networks (i.e. public-private partnerships)
Development of a long-term cohesive strategy (i.e. to
achieve low-carbon economy cost-effectively)
Modifying, decommissioning and replacing highcarbon infrastructure (i.e. electricity production)
Modifying or replacing incumbent businesses (i.e. heat
production)
New business models and funding sources (i.e.
cooperatives)
Transport modal shifting (i.e. car to bike, trucks to rail)

Education and jobs (i.e. schools)

Large-scale and accelerating changes (i.e. building
retrofitting)

Table 5: Challenges addressed via traditional city networks compared with new challenges
faced by low-carbon city networks

25

Labaeye, A., Sauer, T. (2013). City networks and the socio-ecological transition. A European
inventory, WWWforEurope Work. Pap. 27.
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5 Replication in SmartEnCity
The aim of this chapter is to outline the main aspects that will guide replication in SEC,
serving as the first introductory step in moving towards replicating the LH approaches and
helping cities understand the concept of replication in the context of the SEC project. As
outlined in chapter 3 (“Overall approach”), replication in SEC mainly proceeds from the
concepts of Smart Zero CO2 cities and integrated urban planning. Combined with how
replication itself is understood in the SEC project, these aspects form the basis of the SEC
replication approach and are discussed in detail below.

5.1 Smart Zero CO2 cities as the way forward
“At a first glance, the notion of a low carbon transition is beguilingly simple. We use too much
of the wrong sort of energy. We need to use the right sort of energy, and we need to use less
of it. Getting from here to there is, however, far more complex.”26
In SEC, the theoretical framework of Smart Zero CO city = a city that runs entirely on
2
replication proceeds from its integrated renewable energy and has zero carbon emissions
urban regeneration model (D2.4 and D2.7 on an annual basis. To become zero-carbon, a
of the SEC project) that focuses on the city must collectively reduce greenhouse gas
emissions to zero and all practices that emit
concept of Smart Zero CO2 cities27, i.e. greenhouse gases must cease. Also, renewable
cities that have zero carbon emissions on energy must supersede other non-renewable
an annual basis. “All the energy that is energy sources and become the sole source of
consumed directly or indirectly will be energy, so a zero-carbon city is a renewableenergy-economy city.
replaced
by
renewable
energy
consumption/local energy production and all the emission that is created by the city’s
activities will be neutralised by offering carbon-free energy options on the market”. The SEC
regeneration strategy adds that the “main challenge of converting to low-carbon economy is
the process of energy transition – to convert the energy production and the consumption to
something very different from what we have today. The main focus of this process is on
efficiency through better technologies and energy management, including user behaviour.”
(D2.4)
Although the mentioned SEC regeneration strategy is targeted at the three LH cities and the
respective IUPs and integrated solutions, the strategy is crucial for replication as it describes
the SEC diagnosis and baseline process. The ultimate aim is to move towards Smart Zero
26

Bulkeley, Broto, Hodson and Marvin (2011). Cities and the Low Carbon Transition. The European
Financial Review. Available at: http://www.salford.ac.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/318719/TEFRAug-Sep-2011-Cities-and-the-low-carbon-transition.pdf
27
A zero-carbon city runs entirely on renewable energy, it has no carbon footprint and will in this
respect not cause harm to the planet. To become a zero-carbon city, an established modern city must
collectively reduce emissions of greenhouse gases to zero and all practices that emit greenhouse
gases must cease. Also, renewable energy must supersede other non-renewable energy sources and
become the sole source of energy, so a zero-carbon city is a renewable-energy-economy city. This
transition which includes decarbonising electricity and zero-emission transport, is undertaken as a
response to climate change. Zero carbon cities maintain optimal living conditions while eliminating
environmental impact.
Zero-carbon City. Wikipedia. Available at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zero-carbon_city
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CO2 cities – “resource-efficient urban environments where carbon footprint is eliminated;
energy demand is kept to a minimum through the use of demand control technologies that
save energy and promote raised awareness; energy supply is entirely renewable and clean;
and energy resources are intelligently managed by well-informed and efficiently behaving
citizens, public and private stakeholders” (D2.4). This requires an integrated approach to
urban planning, including areas like renewables (RES), transport, construction, waste
management and administrative regulations.
In order to achieve this ambitious goal, most of the energy production has to be based on
renewable energy sources. If this is not an option, local low-carbon energy production has
to be set up to compensate for the carbon load from conventional power plants, transport,
heating boilers etc. First and foremost, these measures have to be analysed and planned in
the city’s Sustainable Energy Action Plan (SEAP). Local energy production plants can be
municipal entities (e.g. PV panels on the rooftops of municipal buildings or PPPs for wind
turbines), but they can also utilise the resources of private production units (typically PV
panels). For setting up small-scale production units, implementing smart grid systems is
inevitable so that every household can be a potential energy producer. At the same time,
local energy production has to be encouraged and supported by the local administration.
This can be done through incentives, through support for organising energy co-operations,
through simplifying administrative procedures as well as through other measures. (D2.4)
Another major element in moving towards zero carbon cities is transport and mobility.
According to the EU Transport White Paper28, the transport system has to shift out the
“conventionally fuelled” vehicles and utilise low-carbon energy sources like biogas, hydrogen
and electricity. Energy transition has to be the focus of local mobility planning (implementing
SUMPs) together with supporting measures like encouraging the use of e-vehicles, reducing
private car usage and increasing the amount of active transport modes (walking and cycling).
Smart cities will adopt mobility management regulations that favour active transport modes
and give them clear priority on the streets. Demand management and land use planning will
reduce forced consumption by reducing the need for transportation. (D2.4)
In the field of construction, new and renovated buildings will be established according to the
near zero energy building (nZEB) standard and, even going beyond that, creating zero
energy buildings and zero CO2 buildings that will annually have net zero site energy use and
net zero site emission. The nZEB standard will be implemented by 2020 as a part of the EU
energy framework and will be mandatory from that point onwards. Energy efficiency
principles will be implemented on the district and city levels. Cities that are designed to
reduce the need for mobility and utilise its natural resources like the sun, wind, water etc. can
offer the services with a lower energy cost and smaller environmental impact. (D2.4)
Waste management in smart cities has to focus on reducing waste flows and reducing the
impact of waste. The priority of waste management has to be to reduce and reuse. Recycling
is accepted only if the reuse of items and materials is not possible. Producing energy from
waste is an option if both reuse and recycling are not possible. Landfilling of materials will not
be allowed. Smart Zero CO2 cities will introduce the concept of circular economy that will
create a closed circulation of materials based on the EU framework of Circular Economy. To
avoid carbon leakage, cities have to develop procedures that will calculate the impact of

28

European Commission (2011). Available at: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:52011DC0144
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imported and exported goods and services. Eco-design principles will be applied to
production and life-cycle analysis will be applied to products and services. (D2.4)
As a horizontal topic, the ICT dimension in urban planning is quite complex to grasp. On the
one hand, ICTs are tools designed for a particular purpose, and on the other hand, ICT is a
philosophy designed for the city and the citizens. According to the former explanation, ICTs
are crucial in helping to integrate smart energy, smart mobility, smart retrofitting, smart
governance etc. urban areas and to provide data that will help to make good decisions. After
all, these systems have often been treated as islands with little or no interconnectivity
between them, but there is much potential in linking and cross-connecting these solutions.
According to the latter explanation, ICTs help to provide better and optimized services to the
citizens while ensuring their participation and engagement. This will not be accomplished by
just buying an off-the-shelf urban platform, but by a conscious development of a holistic city
strategy that considers all aspects of the city. (D2.7)
To ensure that the Smart Zero CO2 concept will be fully implemented, a set of new
administrative regulations will be put into place. These regulations will help to facilitate
energy transition in the community, ensuring that the municipality is always moving in the
right direction. For a better implementation of these new regulations, a new administrative
model can be introduced that supports the development of a low-carbon economy and
develop an adequate policy response for that. (D2.4)
However, while planning new smart solutions in all of those areas brings major benefits to
cities and helps them move towards the Smart Zero CO2 vision, there are several potential
risks involved that need to be accounted for. Most importantly, these include:
 Technological risks – low technological development, high vulnerability (security
problems), access to personal information, overwhelming computerisation;
 Economic risks – feasibility of new/existing technology and its supporting systems,
existing market barriers (previous investments, long-term contracts), changing
regulations and instability, global financial market;
 Environmental risks – carbon leakage, digital waste, alienation of the digital lifestyle
from environmental awareness;
 Social risks – loss of jobs when replaced by technology, new unmatched
expectations concerning skills and capacity, energy poverty, privatisation and
restriction of public services;
 Sociotechnical risks – low public acceptance, unrealistic expectations, insufficient
accessibility.
It can be seen that the concept of Smart Zero CO2 cities is a complex and multi-layered one,
involving a lot of planning, risk analysis, public sector initiative and stakeholder involvement
so to truly benefit the city. It also requires large-scale investments for replacing the
infrastructure and capital goods throughout the economy. All of these efforts are crucial as
European cities are on the forefront in the shift to low-carbon economy. Bulkeley et al.29 find
that “recognising that cities are critical to any low carbon transition does not provide a single
pathway through which it can be achieved. It does, however, point to some new starting
points”:
1. We cannot invent our way towards a low carbon future without also engaging
society – the sorts of changes that are required to urban infrastructure networks
29
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require not only new technologies, but also new forms of investment, new practices of
energy use and new ways of working between the public and the private sector.
2. Responding to these challenges requires not only capacity at the urban level and a
proactive political climate, but also willingness to create new forms of knowledge
about cities and to operate beyond established practices and ways of doing things.
3. Bringing transition to the city reminds us that what is at stake is not a simple
choice between different paths to the future, but rather a complex and
negotiated process – creating spaces in the city where diverse social interests can
articulate and experiment with their visions for the future is a pressing policy
challenge.
While approaches to and solutions designed for moving towards Smart Zero CO2 cities might
thus differ greatly, chapter 6 of this report gives a comprehensive understanding of the
integrated approach that the LH cities in the SEC project have taken.

5.2 Integrated urban planning
As it became evident in the previous section, in order Integrated urban plan (IUP) = a system
to move towards the zero CO2 vision, it is not of interlinked actions where each aspect
sufficient to implement individual solutions or single of urban planning is considered and
implemented in relation to one another.
improvements without a wider vision. Success rather
lies in an integrated approach30 as a system of interlinked actions – using modern ICT
tools, diversifying energy production with RES, transforming the structure of energy
production for enabling small-scale production, identifying the right business models,
supporting changes with administrative and taxing practices, shaping user behaviours etc.
While posing a considerable challenge for cities, successful integrated urban planning
leads to many benefits:31
 It allows cities to formulate cross-sectoral goals and to develop monitoring systems
for cross-cutting policy fields, such as how to efficiently use natural resources, or
reduce socio-economic disparities;
 It enables cities to develop strategies and projects that involve the knowledge and
perspectives of different disciplines and actors from civil and private sector;
 It helps cities with limited budgets and capacities to implement their goals more
efficiently by joining capacities and funds, and by reducing trade-offs between sectors
and neighbouring municipalities.
Integrated urban planning in general implies the participation of all relevant stakeholders,
and the examination of all dimensions of a challenge, in order to determine the most suitable
solutions and course of action. Integrated planning is, however, quite paradoxical in its
30

An integrated plan for sustainable development comprises a system of interlinked actions which
seeks to bring about a lasting improvement in the economic, physical, social and environmental
conditions of a city or an area within the city. The key to the process is “integration”, meaning that all
policies, projects and proposals are considered in relation to one another. In this regard, the
synergies between the elements of the plan should be such that the impact of the plan as a whole
adds up to more than would the sum of the individual parts if implemented in isolation.
What is an „integrated plan for sustainable urban development“? JESSICA. Available at:
http://www.jessicafund.gr/index.php/about-jessica/what-projects-are-eligible/integrated-plan/?lang=en
31
Eisenbeiß (2016). The SDGs go local! Why cities need to engage in integrated urban development.
URBANET. Available at: http://www.urbanet.info/sdgs-integrated-urban-development/
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essence – it is more necessary precisely where it is more difficult to implement, i.e. in case of
complex and multi-dimensional problems that require the contribution of various agents and
stakeholders. Owing to the complexity of the urban context, urban planning is a field where
integrated planning is particularly relevant. For instance, as energy consumption in urban
areas is responsible for a large share of CO2 emission, especially related to the building and
transport sector, the Energy Efficiency Directive (2012/27/EU) encourages the use of
integrated urban planning to take advantage of all the energy savings potential that is
present in urban areas. (D2.4 p. 34-35)
According to the SEC regeneration strategy (D2.4 p. 36), the challenge of integrated urban
planning in Europe is better captured by the concept of integrated urban regeneration,
since urban planning mostly deals with the transformation and retrofitting of existing cities
rather than the creation of new urban areas. Both urban planning and urban regeneration
address a complex reality that requires the integration of multiple points of view – horizontal,
which brings together different policies and sectoral departments, as well as vertical
coordination, which brings together different levels of government. As such, the governance
framework and its capacity to tie together different areas and levels of government has been
identified as a critical factor for the success of integrated interventions.
According to JESSICA32 (Joint European Support for Sustainable Investment in City Areas),
the key attributes of integrated plans (to be tailored to local circumstances) include:
 The geographical area (i.e. the target area);
 Underlying investment strategy, justifying public interest and the need for public
intervention (i.e. a planning-driven approach);
 Standard elements of a land use plan with sufficient physical definition of public works
necessary for achieving the plan’s objectives;
 Compliance with environmental and other procedures under EU law;
 Analysis of needs (i.e. expected demand for urban assets/services) to which the
proposed investment should respond;
 Analysis of socio-economic objectives and impacts;
 Robust governance structure (i.e. timetable and responsibilities, including applicable
public consultation procedures);
 Funding structure that ensures implementation and long-term financial sustainability;
 Components to be jointly assessed to satisfy the economic, social, environmental and
financial requirements.
In addition to these aspects, measures for local stakeholder engagement which is a critical
issue in the development of smart cities should also be taken into account.
Considering the importance of cross-sectoral solutions and coordination, inclusion of relevant
actors, coordination between different levels of government and balanced territorial
development, the SEC project will develop and demonstrate its own systemic approach to
moving towards Smart Zero CO2 cities. Initially, this integrated approach will be realized in
the three LH cities of Vitoria-Gasteiz, Tartu and Sonderborg, to be further advanced and
replicated through various channels and tools. In line with the EIP SCC vision, the approach
is based on three main pillars – low-energy districts (including energy retrofitting of buildings,
32

Carbonaro (2010). Integrated plans for sustainable urban development in the context of JESSICA.
Available at:
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/archive/funds/2007/jjj/doc/pdf/jessica/20100325_integrateplans.pdf
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district heating and cooling networks and RES integration and management), sustainable
mobility and ICTs, while each of the pillars are expressed in the three sets of pilot area
activities in their context-specific way (see chapter 6.1 and 6.2).

5.3 SmartEnCity replication approach
According to the H2020 work programme for 2016-201733, the aim of the smart cities and
communities (SCC) lighthouse projects is to develop and test integrated innovative solutions
at the district scale, acting as exemplars for their region and helping to plan the replication
of these solutions. As such, all the lighthouse projects that have been launched so far,
including SEC, have committed themselves to two major tasks – firstly, to implementing
integrated energy, mobility and ICT solutions in a demo area that helps the city move
towards “intelligent, user-driven and demand-oriented city infrastructures and services”, and
secondly, to extending the experience of implementing these solutions to the rest of the city
and other cities so to increase their capacity to plan and carry out similar initiatives.
Theoretically speaking, replication as a term is often understood as making or doing
something again in exactly the same way. To replicate means to duplicate, copy,
reproduce or repeat34. A study by the European Parliament35 has a similar approach –
replication is defined as “repeating successful smart city initiatives in another locale or
replicating the same type of smart city in other cities”. At the same time, the study
acknowledges that “the scaling or replication of smart city neighbourhood units and resource
management systems is limited by their high degree of local specificity”. These “replicas”
would thus be based on “matching the aggregate characteristics (population, income
distribution, local economic characteristics, socio-economic outcomes) and deliberately
creating a similar strategic vision and portfolio of (locally relevant) initiatives”.
In line with this, the SEC replication approach proceeds To replicate = to generate tailorfrom the understanding that simply copying or made projects that are adapted to
reproducing SEC activities in another setting is not local context-specific conditions.
a desirable goal. Each city’s baseline situation, cultural setting, urban challenges and
opportunities, frameworks and standards differ, producing different end results in
implementing urban plans. As stated in the SEC regeneration strategy (D2.4 p. 37), “smart
city should be conceptualised as a tool at the service of a vision, a city project at the service
of a transformation strategy”. This means not to replicate in the sense of copying, but to
generate tailor-made projects adapted to local conditions – each city, town or region should
find its own smart project, supported by their own strengths and opportunities, taking into
account the multidimensional nature and interrelated problems of urban phenomena.
However, although different cities have different issues, certain learnings can still be

33

Horizon 2020 Work Programme 2016-2017. Available at:
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/wp/2016_2017/main/h2020-wp1617focus_en.pdf
34
The Free Dictionary. Available at: http://www.thefreedictionary.com/replicate
35
Directorate-general for Internal Policies (2014). Mapping Smart Cities in the EU. European
Parliament. Available at:
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/etudes/join/2014/507480/IPOLITRE_ET(2014)507480_EN.pdf
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replicated from one place to another, e.g. about which mistakes not to make when initiating
new integrated urban planning processes.
Thus, rather than providing ready-made solutions and plans, the SEC replication approach
seeks to provide inspiration, guidance and advice for planning and implementing
similar integrated smart city approaches in different contexts. More specifically,
replication in SEC aims at:
 Bringing together small and medium-sized European cities who are interested in
planning and implementing their own integrated urban plans under the SEC Network;
 Providing advice and guidance to SEC follower and Network cities based on the LH
city demo activities, experiences and lessons learned through e.g. capacity-building
workshops, study visits and IUP reviews (see also chapter 8);
 Enabling access to SEC project results and content through various replication tools,
e.g. webinars, publications and deliverables;
 Raising awareness of integrated urban planning and the vision of Smart Zero CO2
cities across Europe.
Replication in SEC is targeted at three main target groups who should also interact
actively with industry and research sectors. Each group of cities involves a different level
of replication commitment that also includes the benefits of the previous level:36

Figure 3: SEC replication target groups

The most intensive and “hands-on” target group consists of SEC partner cities – the follower
cities will observe the LH cities’ progress closely and receive individual support from the LH
cities to produce their own IUPs and replication roadmaps. The follower cities are the most
committed to supporting the SEC integrated approach and aim at replicating it after
successful demonstration in the LH cities. The SEC Network brings together small and
medium-sized European cities who have a zero CO2 ambition and a SEAP to proceed from –
they will be offered access to SEC replication tools and guidance in launching their own
integrated urban planning processes. The broadest target group is made up of other
interested cities – even if not joining the SEC Network, cities interested in learning from the
SEC project lessons can benefit from website materials and the self-service platform content
that is available for everyone.

36

See also D8.1 and SEC/N value proposition.
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6 Which learning from SEC can be replicated?
Throughout its 5.5 years of implementation, SEC aims to develop with its 35 partners from 6
countries a systemic approach to transforming European cities into sustainable, smart and
resource-efficient urban environments. The goal is to plan and carry out smart solutions that
can be replicated throughout Europe in order to reduce energy demand and maximise
renewable energy supply. For this, SEC foresees an integrated approach consisting of
various activities, including building retrofitting, integrated infrastructures, sustainable mobility
and smart ICT solutions. The expected results in SEC include:








Retrofitting ca. 2,500 dwellings and more than 165,000 m2;
Increased life quality for ca. 29,300 inhabitants;
Energy savings of about 30,000,000 kWh/y;
CO2 reduction of ca. 19,000 Tn/y;
Increased use of RES for heating;
Smart lighting concepts (LEDs and smart controllers);
Innovative solutions for sustainable mobility (EVs, biogas buses, charging stations,
bike and car sharing).

While all delivering different plans depending on their specific challenges and characteristics,
the LH cities of Vitoria-Gasteiz, Tartu and Sonderborg are joined by the Smart Zero
CO2 vision described in the previous chapter. In the following, the overall SEC integrated
approach and the individual solutions implemented in each LH city will be further discussed.

6.1 SEC integrated approach
In SEC, the Smart Zero CO2 concept will be materialised based on the following action lines
outlined in the SEC project Grant Agreement (GA, p. 16):






The three LH cities will improve the energy efficiency of buildings through a set of
renovation activities which will reduce energy demand beyond regulation
requirements in a cost-effective way. These activities will be designed and carried
out, taking advantage of the most advanced solutions (such as BIM).
Each LH city will maximise the use of local RES for the electric grids and thermal
networks through installing (Vitoria-Gasteiz) or upgrading (Tartu and Sonderborg)
district heating and cooling networks.
Sustainable mobility actions will be implemented based on a common strategy with
a clearly measurable impact in energy efficiency and emissions savings.

As such, the integrated approach focuses on renovation, RES and mobility activities with
a cross-cutting ICT dimension. This general concept of the SEC integrated approach is in
line with the EIP SCC vision as it foresees planning and implementing activities in the three
LH cities in the following fields (D2.4), see also figure 4:
1. Low-energy districts:
a. Building retrofitting – developing a context-adaptable systemic approach to
significantly reducing the energy consumption of the building stock,
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addressing key technology issues as well as financial and social barriers, and
making use of the energy reduction potential of ICTs.
b. District heating and cooling – cost-effective implementation scenarios,
significant increases in RES, efficiency improvements linked to intelligent
control technologies, and residual energy recovery and use.
c. RES integration and management – identifying and using unrealised
potential in RES as well as introducing intelligent management of electric
urban infrastructure.
2. Sustainable mobility: a number of measures dealing with promoting clean energy
sources in both public and private fleets, as well as intelligent management for
improved efficiency, optimised operation and better integration of clean transport
modes in developing urban scenarios. Additional issues such as improvements in
environmental conditions (air quality, noise levels etc.) will also be addressed.
3. ICTs – cross-cutting enabling technologies that will be used for monitoring and
evaluating the success of the implemented measures, as well as a means of
management, control and integration of valuable information provided and made
accessible to various stakeholders and a tool for social interaction.

Figure 4: The three pillars of the SEC project

For moving towards Smart Zero CO2 cities, the SEC integrated strategy will define a whole
methodology with a sequence of activities and a variety of interaction flows among its
components (D2.4, p. 39):
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Figure 5: Preliminary scheme of the SEC Integrated Strategy

In the following, this sequence of activities and their interactions are described in more detail
– the aim is to give an overview of the main processes taking place in SEC so that this
project flow could be replicated by other cities interested in low-carbon transition.
The SEC project starts with creating a framework for social innovation and engagement
(D2.4 pp. 31-32). During this, the public and the residents of the demo areas will be informed
about the project activities. The Smart Zero CO2 model will be introduced and the known
applications will be shared with the audience. Existing knowledge and experiences from tens
of dozens of smart city initiatives from and beyond the EU (“lessons learned”) will be
analysed and shared with the stakeholders. Possible risks and critical factors will be
assessed, analysed and solutions will be proposed. Expectations for the project will be
carefully created amongst the actors of change. In this stage, the project partners will be
preparing for the following activities by creating local cooperation between the actors,
experts, stakeholders and public.
After establishing the working relationship with the public and stakeholder groups, the
technical solutions will be specified and discussed. At this stage, the public acceptance for
the technological innovations will be tested and analysed. Different social groups will have
different attitudes towards the new technology and opportunities have to be created for these
attitudes to be spoken out. Consultations with experts will reveal the conditions of the
building and renovation market - what is considered to be possible, feasible or what is seen
as impossible and expensive. More importantly, the gaps in knowledge and skills will be
revealed during this process. These gaps will be filled with the help of trainings and
knowledge-sharing. Also, the learning program for the end users will start.
After extensive consultations, preparations for retrofitting the buildings will start. Different
technical solutions will be analysed and compiled as a portfolio of suggested designs that
later on will be used by architects and engineers in designing the renovation projects.
Together with the suggested solutions, obvious mistakes in existing designing practice will
also be identified and described as potentially harmful. All these materials will be available
for future developments for the local and international community.
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The renovated buildings together with the development of ICT systems, district heating
networks, smart streetlights, EV charging stations and other infrastructure will be monitored
and evaluated. Mistakes in the process will be pointed out and fixed. More fundamental
mistakes will be described and used as a lesson for next developments. The process of
planning and carrying out renovation and other activities will be extensively monitored and
described for replication purposes. The renovated buildings will be monitored for two years
after the project has ended and the findings will be periodically introduced to the public.
Extensive monitoring and evaluation of other implemented measures will also be done in the
three LH cities. Energy and CO2 savings as well as other environmental and economic
impacts and benefits will be quantified and assessed.
Lastly, in order to maximize replication potential, SEC involves two follower cities
(Asenovgrad in Bulgaria and Lecce in Italy), who will benefit from the development and
implementation work in the LH cities, as well as provide inputs to ensure the adaptability and
flexibility of SEC output for maximum impact. Ultimately, these cities along with the LH cities
will develop or improve and IUP within the framework of the project, which will pave the way
for further smart city implementation in the future.

6.2 SEC LH city demo solutions
Vitoria-Gasteiz is the capital of the Basque Country and a leading municipality in Europe
investing in green economy. The city, which was the European Green Capital in 2012, has a
high proportion of green public areas, ensuring that the entire population lives within 300
metres of an open green space. The city also has a clear strategy to become greener,
promoting energy efficiency, renewable energy, low carbon mobility and smart
infrastructures. In SEC, Vitoria-Gasteiz seeks to:







Demonstrate building retrofitting: 750 dwellings (60,000m2) in the Coronation district
will be insulated, and their energy systems replaced with a connection to the district
heating;
Integrated infrastructures: A new biomass (wood chips) district heating network will
be deployed, and integrated energy management systems will optimise efficiency at
home, building and district level;
Sustainable mobility: the focus is on recharge networks, last mile logistics,
multimodality and access to sustainable transportation for all population segments;
ICTs: An Urban Management System (UMS) will be developed and deployed.
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Figure 6: View of Vitoria-Gasteiz

37

Tartu is home to a lot of smartness. Often called the intellectual capital of Estonia, Tartu is a
town of intellectuals, scientists, creatives and students, making it a hotbed for creative and
scientific culture. Tartu has developed its e-services and paperless administration practices
for decades and has been one of the first in the world to implement many smart solutions.
Tartu ranks 15th in the European Smart Cities benchmark for smart people and joined the
Covenant of Mayors in 2014 with the aim of promoting energy efficient solutions, the use of
renewable energy and environmentally aware citizens. In SEC, Tartu seeks to:




37

Demonstrate a comprehensive approach to retrofitting outdated panel buildings
according to near zero energy standards;
Boost the liveability of the town through intelligent street lighting, biogas buses,
electric car and bike rentals as well as charging stations and many ICT solutions;
Engage the citizens in creating a high-quality living environment that inspires
environmentally aware decisions and new patterns of behaviour.

Photo available at: http://tmvitoria.webcindario.com/imagenes/foto_vitoria.jpg
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38

Figure 7: View of Tartu

The 76,000 citizens of the little-known Danish municipality Sonderborg act while politicians
talk and climate change is accelerating. They share the vision of ProjectZero and have
committed themselves to making Sonderborg zero carbon by 2029. The ProjectZero
visionary project is focused on transitioning Sonderborg into a ZERO carbon community,
based on sustainable growth and creating new green jobs. Energy efficiency and energy
from the area’s own renewable sources are the key means to turn the vision into reality. In
SEC, Sonderborg seeks to:





38

Demonstrate ambitious electrification of Sonderborg’s Roadmap 2020, including
integration of wind energy from coastal turbines and rooftop PV power production;
Integrate local green power production in district heating networks and green mobility
solutions;
Energy retrofitting existing house association buildings in close cooperation with the
tenants;
Engage the citizens as co-designers of the Smart Zero Carbon Sonderborg ambition
based on integrated solutions, comprehensive learning and the introduction of new
ICT based energy information.

Photo by Liina Laurikainen.
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Figure 8: View of Sonderborg

39

District
heating/
cooling

Building
retrofitting

Thus, although all the LH city actions proceed from the common SEC integrated approach,
each city implements specific solutions that correspond to the local conditions, needs and
opportunities. Table 6 summarises the main actions of the LH cities in demonstrating the
implementation of integrated solutions and pursuing the Smart Zero CO2 city vision.40
TARTU
The main idea of retrofitting
activities in Tartu is to turn
the Soviet-time
“khrushchyovkas” into
“smartovkas” that offer an
energy-efficient and highquality living environment to
the pilot area citizens.
The new district cooling
system that will be installed
in Tartu’s pilot area buildings
involves a heat pump that
produces heat for the district
heating system by using
residual heat from cooling.

VITORIA-GASTEIZ
As one of the city’s most
vulnerable neighborhood, the
Coronación district will see a
considerable number of
residential buildings fully
renovated, including their
facades, insulation, windows
and doors.
In addition to the retrofitting
activities, a biomass heating
network will be deployed in
Vitoria-Gasteiz, leading to
better energy prices, lower
maintenance and operation
costs and improved safety.

SONDERBORG
A total of 7 social housing
departments will be fully
retrofitted to reduce
energy consumption,
improve indoor climate
and support Sonderborg
in becoming a carbonneutral city in 2029.

N/A

39

Photo available at:
http://www.visitsonderborg.dk/sites/default/files/styles/gallery_medium_width_mobile/public/asp/visitso
nderborg/attraktioner/sonderborghavn.jpg?itok=lprqNc32
40
The table will be updated in the second versioon of the toolkit (D8.9) after actual implementation of
measures has been completed.
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Smart mobility

Tartu will purchase 60 brand
new biogas buses to serve
the public transportation
network. An electric bike
sharing system will also be
set up, including 65 parking
locations spanning across
the entire city for maximum
use and comfort.

The focus is on recharge
networks, last mile logistics,
multimodality and access to
sustainable transportation for
all population segments

As a zero-carbon mobility
solution, 39 new energyefficient biogas-fueled
buses will be deployed in
Sonderborg, while each of
the buses can carry bikes
on board for a combined
trip.

EVs and chargers

Tartu has quite a large
electric taxi fleet and seeks
to repurpose these EV
batteries by developing an
energy storage solution that
allows to partially recharge
electric taxis with renewable
energy that is produced onsite with PV panels.

Tbs.

The new intelligent
rechargers that will be
installed in Sonderborg’s
private homes,
companies as well as
public locations are
remote controlled to
ensure that EVs are
charged when electricity
prices are the lowest.

Street lighting

A smart street light control
system that is based on a
wireless mesh technology
will be installed in more than
300 new LED street lights in
Tartu, including a number of
detectors and sensors.

N/A

N/A

ICTs
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A smart home system that
connects thermostats, water
and gas gauges, smoke
detectors and CO2 sensors
will be installed in all pilot
area apartments. An Urban
Management System will
also be deployed.

The city platform developed
in Vitoria-Gasteiz integrates
all the existing ICT systems
and enables to monitor the
use of energy in the
retrofitted buildings as well
as to provide feedback to
and get feedback from the
citizens

An Urban Management
System will be deployed
for managing energy data
and alarms based on a
series of GSM data
loggers

Table 6: Summary of LH solutions in SEC

The horizontal role of ICTs in the SEC project has to be separately emphasized. Namely,
a City Information Open Platform (CIOP) will be deployed in each of the LH cities and a
common ICT platform has been defined for this in collaboration of the three LH cities. The
platform provides a standardized data model to accommodate data from each of the LH pilot
projects and defines standardized services and modules for data consumers. (D6.2) The
platform will be locally deployed in each LH city as a city-specific customized Urban
Management System (UMS), which will take advantage of the already existing ICT
infrastructures of the city as well as integrate new ones that will be implemented through the
project. The UMS will be used for data harvesting, monitoring and energy performance
assessment; citizen engagement and behaviour change; and communication among city
managers and citizens. (SEC GA)

6.3 Replication and the industry partners
Replicating the aforementioned solutions is, of course, impossible without the involvement
of the smart city industry. Through cities, companies offering smart solutions and services
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are thus indirectly targeted by the SEC project – whereas cities need to attract private
partners that offer state-of-the-art solutions, companies need to be able to build a solid
business case to be selected as the technology and/or service provider. The keyword is
cooperation – private partners and cities need to cooperate in developing innovative products
and services as well as the suitable business and financing models that reduce risks related
to city investments and that benefit the competitiveness and growth of the companies.
The European Innovation Partnership on Smart Cities and Communities Strategic
Implementation Plan41 defines the context for business models, procurement and financing
mechanisms as follows:
“In most cases, new investments will be needed to generate the broad uptake of smart city
solutions. However, due to the economic crisis and increased demand for public services
(demographic change, care, transfer of tasks from central government levels etc.), the public
sector – locally and centrally – has limited budgets. This means that new market-oriented and
sustainable strategies of public private cooperation must be developed and cities must seek
greater levels of external investment. The investment community seeks certainty, and scale.
However, most cities, at an individual level, presently deliver neither of these. Continuing
'business as usual' will not create enough value and scale for city administrations, cities,
businesses and solution providers.
The goals developed in the vertical priority areas cannot be achieved using traditional methods,
for several reasons. First, there is a need for smart solutions that are developed in collaboration
between citizens, local and global industries, municipal utilities and the local public agencies –
this often defies conventional procurement and tendering procedures. Second, although
solutions must be local, such typically small-scale individual solutions are unnecessarily
expensive and preclude the development of a business case for innovative smart city solutions
at pan-European scale. Finally, the matching and combining of complex city needs with
industrial needs for long term process and product innovation can be improved significantly.”

This way, smart city projects need to be economically feasible without public subsidies in
the near future, and meanwhile, public and private funding should be better balanced in
order to draw a sustainable roadmap for example for urban retrofitting, if Europe is willing to
transform its cities into more sustainable and competitive ones. This assumption will only be
achieved if all stakeholders involved in the processes of city transformation are able to
identify the added value of the investments. Public and private collaboration and a stronger
integration of the value chain matching city needs with industrial solutions is a strategic issue
to leverage public and private investments. (D2.3, p. 14)
The SEC replication activities also ensure that cities, industry partners and other
stakeholders are engaged in replicating demonstration actions in the rest of the LH cities, in
the follower cities and through intensive cooperation with other smart city networks. More
specifically, the industry is engaged and targeted in the project through several means:


The SEC project is based on a close collaboration between cities and the industry.
SMEs and large companies make up about a third of the project budget and several
means are planned to get more visibility for the private partners, including
conference presentations, study visits, articles, networking events and detailed
solution descriptions on the project website, highlighting the technology and service
providers enabling each LH solution. By doing so, the partner companies are
expected to develop new business opportunities through their exploitable results and
to replicate and scale up their smart solutions.

41

European Innovation Partnership on Smart Cities and Communities (2013). Strategic
implementation plan. Available at: http://ec.europa.eu/eip/smartcities/files/sip_final_en.pdf
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A part of the exploitation, dissemination and communication WP is to prepare a best
practice booklet (incl. recommendations and lessons learned) tailored for various
stakeholders, including industry players and SMEs. Also, webinars planned under
this WP will engage companies to enable replication and gain more visibility for the
private sector actors and their role in smart city implementation.
Once all the LH solutions will be fully developed and implemented, the project will
highlight and encourage the use of new business opportunities that have emerged
through the project. For instance, the smart home system adopted in the pilot
buildings of Tartu will collect information on people’s consumption patterns and this,
respecting the privacy of the end users, will be available for third parties (SMEs,
NGOs, startups) for building up services that offer added value.
From a commercial and industrial point of view, the LH solutions need to be
technically replicable and economically viable as well. As one of the most crucial
aspects of initiating new smart city initiatives is funding, D2.3 of the SEC project,
“New business models, procurement schemes and financing mechanisms for
smart city projects”, highlights options for replicating the project solutions through
business models that help to develop economically feasible projects without public
subsidies. The deliverable outlines a number of recommendations that proceed from
a set of identified market barriers.
Stakeholder commitment will be encouraged through several activity lines of the SEC
project. Most importantly, the strategic reports of the SEC project focus on
capturing the SEC regeneration strategy and the respective methods and tools that
help to develop integrated smart city plans together with stakeholders. Replication is
also largely enabled by continuous monitoring and evaluation of the LH activities,
corresponding to reports produced in the Monitoring and Evaluation work package
of SEC project.
Besides citizens and the academia, the SEC project strongly encourages the
involvement of entrepreneurs and technology providers in developing IUPs and
replication roadmaps. This also applies to the SEC Network activities, which
foresees that several Network members initiate their own IUP processes, following
the example set by the LH and follower cities. As such, the SEC project advocates an
interactive learning environment whereby various stakeholders join their forces in
assessing a city’s readiness to innovate and devising a roadmap for further action.
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7 How to replicate the SEC journey?
Having learned about the strategic foundations of replication and the integrated approach
implemented in SEC, the final yet most important question remains – how can a city
interested in moving towards the zero-carbon future really learn from and replicate the SEC
journey? The answer is threefold:






Learn from and follow the progress of the LH solutions – Chapter 6 summarized
the pilot activities that will be implemented in the three LH cities, but currently, most of
these solutions are still in their planning and designing phase. In order to keep track
of the progress and learn from the details, follow the SEC website
(http://smartencity.eu/) news and solution descriptions. Soon enough, an online selfservice platform for sharing smart city solutions will also be set up. The final learnings
of the LH city solutions and specific implementation advice will be included in the
updated and improved second version of the toolkit, released in mid-2021 once the
project activities have come to an end.
Take the SEC integrated approach as an example – Chapter 7 of this report
focuses on outlining the SEC integrated approach and gives strategic and
methodological advice on how a city could start its own integrated urban planning
process while cooperating with private partners. As these insights and guidelines are
introductory, technical deliverables (soon available at http://smartencity.eu/) need to
be consulted for more specific information on how to build up a smart city project (e.g.
conducting baseline studies, selecting the most suitable business models, planning
citizen engagement practices etc.). Remember that local conditions are crucial in
succeeding!
Use replication tools and boost your replication readiness – Chapter 8 outlines
the main replication tools used in SEC to increase the smart city awareness and
planning skills of other interested cities. The main replication channel is the
SmartEnCity Network (http://smartencity.eu/network/join-us/) that brings together
small and medium-sized European cities with a zero-carbon ambition and shares
first-hand knowledge about implementing smart city projects. Join the Network to
benefit from the SEC replication approach even more, e.g. having a chance to join
the SEC team on study visits and getting your IUP reviewed by the project experts!

7.1 Guidelines for replicating the SEC integrated approach
As explained above (see chapter 4), Smart Zero CO2 cities involve numerous interrelated
challenges and require a systemic interconnected solution. Consequently, in order to
address these challenges, a strategic approach needs to be developed. This approach can
address each challenge individually and systematically. It could take the form of a city
journey where a city would begin with basic steps, for example by defining a framework
strategy, and advancing with time to address the more difficult challenges. This is being
done in the SEC project via the IUPs.
Smart Zero CO2 cities involve transitioning the energy system, thus there must be a
consideration for the energy network in which the city exists. This includes primarily the
electricity network, but also the gas network and heating networks in many countries as well.
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A Smart Zero CO2 city will be developed in parallel with the development of these networks
and this must be taken into consideration. Therefore, replication roadmaps and city strategic
plans along with the city network activity should describe a process for achieving the Smart
Zero CO2 city vision within the defined energy system of the country.42
Applying a strategic and integrated energy planning approach in the city can be an efficient
way to create a platform that supports increased connections and relations between the
relevant stakeholders of the energy system, to support the implementation of integrated
solutions. A key functionality of such a process is to activate (and ideally engage) relevant
stakeholders, to enhance cross-sectoral thinking among the stakeholders and to expose (and
ideally meet) varying interests and agendas. Acceptance and support from the local
stakeholders as well as generating a common reference point (i.e. energy plan and /or
integrated urban plan agreed among stakeholders) for the transition of the city energy
system are two of the main aims of the process, as this is necessary to form a basis or
platform for increased co-operation in the energy system.43
The SEC journey is summarized by Figure 9 (available in D2.7), consisting of four distinct
project phases (overall strategy, pre-intervention, intervention and post-intervention) and
four types of actions (strategic framework; integrated management and implementation of
interventions; governance, stakeholders and engagement; information, communication,
evaluation and impacts, represented in different colours) implemented on two levels (city
level and project level). The action types that are implemented throughout the four phases
have distinct symbols:
1.

Strategic framework

2.

Integrated management and implementation of interventions

3.

Governance, stakeholders & engagement

4.

Information, communication, evaluation & impacts

42

Sperling, K, Hvelplund, F. Mathiesen, B.V. Centralisation and decentralisation in strategic municipal
energy planning in Denmark, Energy Policy. 39 (2011) 1338–1351.
43
See also D2.7.
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Figure 9: Schematic process of replicating the SEC journey

For replicating the SEC integrated approach, it is important to understand what happens in
each of the four main project phases which are shortly explained below and described in
detail in Deliverable 2.7 “Integrated SmartEnCity Strategy v1”.
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Figure 10: Overview of SEC Strategy



Strategic phase

The main purpose of the strategic phase is to define a city-level strategy as a long-term
vision of the city. For that purpose, an in-depth analysis of the current status of the five main
dimensions (energy/mobility/retrofitting/ICTs/governance) identified in the SEC project should
be carried out. The city needs have to be prioritized in order to design the city-level strategy
that will guide the future developments of the city. The aspects treated in this phase are not
only citizen engagement strategy, but also a communication strategy in order to ensure
participation throughout the project. A clear commitment among all the stakeholders that are
going to participate is necessary.


Pre-intervention phase

This phase is focused on the final definition of the activities of the city-level strategy that will
be implemented. As such, the final results of this phase are implementation plans of the
action lines previously selected in the strategic phase. During this phase, the key aspect is
coordination among stakeholders in order to ensure their participation during the final
definition of the interventions.
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Intervention phase

The intervention phase aims to implement the activities previously agreed upon. Not only will
procedures for planning and carrying out the intervention be established, but also the
procedures to follow in case of procurements, planning about when to apply for permits,
licenses and the commissioning plan in order to ensure that the objectives proceeding from
city needs will be achieved.
The city/district integrated intervention plan may consider different interventions as presented
in Table 6 – district renovation through its energy assessment (building retrofitting, energy
supply, ICT), mobility (EV, biogas, bikes & city planning) and citizen engagement (workshops
and urban platform). The final set of actions should be defined through in-depth city
diagnosis and characterization, needs assessment and its priorization. The potential
interventions should be adapted to the specific city conditions, but of course may be based
on the recommendations of the LH cities.
Protocol

Scope

Type of KPIs

Energy
assessment

Energy and emissions savings in district
Thermal comfort

Technical and environmental
indicators for district intervention

ICT and
monitoring

Energy efficiency achieved in district
Share of RES/ own energy supply due to the
use of ICT

Technical indicators for district
intervention

LCA

Impact of the district intervention in the
environment (life cycle approach)

Environmental indicators for
district intervention

Mobility

Energy and emissions savings
Traffic reduction

Technical and environmental
indicators for mobility action

Crosscutting

Social: Social acceptance
Citizen engagement: Success of the citizen
engagement strategy based on the number of
people reached in workshops and people
using the ICT platform (added value services,
apps, social network). This can result in the
decrease of energy demand and increase in
environmental awareness
Economic: Economic savings & payback

Social and economic indicators for
district intervention, mobility action
and citizen engagement
Environmental indicators for
citizen engagement

Table 7: Protocols of evaluation in SEC project: scope and type of KPIs



Post-intervention phase

In this phase, the short, medium and long-term strategies are monitored in order to evaluate
the correct performance of the interventions. For that, an evaluation plan should be
developed and deployed based on existing evaluation protocols. In addition, during the postintervention phase, the impact assessment of the intervention will be evaluated at city level.
The operation phase of the intervention area also starts here, so besides maintenance plans,
user training is also important.
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The entire approach relies on the successful development and functioning of Low
Carbon Smart City networks, i.e. the SEC/N, in order to achieve appropriate collaboration
and replication (see the specific value proposition of SEC/N in chapter 8).

7.1.1 Methods and tools useful for replication
The types of SEC Strategy actions introduced in Chapter 7.1 can be linked to various
methods and tools used by SEC partners and presented in several SEC deliverables as
well as SEC/N webinars that help to carry out a specific activity. Table 8 highlights some of
these useful methods and tools, helping cities and other stakeholders to launch and follow
the Smart Zero CO2 journey in their respective local contexts.
Area

Building
Information
Modelling (BIM)

Strategic
Project
Framework &
Objectives

Integrated management & implementation of
interventions

Method

Building
Information
Modelling (BIM)

Integrated
project
management

Strategic
energy plan

Planning of
interventions

Business model
canvas

Strategic
management &
interventions
deployment

Governa
nce,
stakehol
ders &
engagem
ent

Strategic framework &
vision

Type of
action

Citizen
Engagement
Strategy (CES)
model

Citizen
engagement

44

Overview
Objectives and IDP
(Integrated Project
Delivery) contract (i.e.
the client contract, kit of
everything); requirement
definition and BEP
(Building Information
Modelling Execution
Plan); collaboration
platform to define and
coordinate all actors
involved
Working methodology
and collaboration
platform throughout the
life cycle of any
construction, digital
representation of
physical and functional
characteristics of the
district baseline situation
and the infrastructures to
be developed
A tool for planning and
prioritising different
development and
investment pathways for
local energy demand
and supply
A strategic tool for
describing and designing
a business model, incl.
key partnerships,
customers, value
proposition, channels,
key resources etc.
A framework for cities
developing engagement
strategies that involve
innovative services and
products

More information

44

D2.5 / D2.7

D2.5 / D2.7

SEC/N Webinar 1,
D2.2 Standards, D2.3,
D2.4, D2.7

D2.3, D2.7

SEC/N Webinar 3,
D2.6

Please refer to www.smartencity.eu in order to get access to these reports and webinars.
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Social
innovation
model

Governance
and
engagement

Building
Information
Modelling (BIM)

Diagnosis and
maintenance

Energy balance
tool

Diagnosis,
baseline and
monitoring

Key
Performance
Indicators (KPI)

Diagnosis and
evaluation

A model for stimulating
behaviour change and
encouraging the use of
new and innovative
technologies
Collaboration platform
throughout the life cycle
of any construction,
digital representation of
physical and functional
characteristics of places
(also in real time)
Excel tool that uses
energy data from a
geographically defined
area to display its energy
system performance
An indicator system that
helps to evaluate how an
action or intervention
performs and influences
the achievement of the
set goals

D2.6

D2.7

SEC/N Webinar 2,
D2.2 Standards
WP7 deliverables,
esp. D7.3 (KPIs on
evaluation protocols),
and D7.4 (city
indicators of the city
impact evaluation
procedure) and also
D2.4

Table 8: SEC methodological tools

7.1.2 SmartEnCity replication checklist
So how should a city get going in their replication efforts? Using the example of the Social
Replication Toolkit45, cities can launch replication initiatives based on the following 5-step
model modified according to the specifics of the SEC project as shown in Table 9. As the
Replication Toolkit itself stresses, “replication is never about a ‘cookie-cutter’ approach;
rather it is about finding the right approach for you and your organization”. The modified 5step model should thus help cities in initiating Smart Zero CO2 projects; planning and
systematizing strategic actions, designing and implementing smart city solutions, finding and
engaging the necessary stakeholders etc. The ultimate task of identifying the right smart city
approach to implement in a city, however, lies with the city itself.
STAGE

PROVE

GOALS
Work out if
replication is right
for you
Assess whether
you are ready to
replicate
Improve your
replication
readiness

ACTIONS AND QUESTIONS
Do you share the Smart Zero CO2 vision and integrated urban
planning approach that SEC advocates? What are your city goals
and could the SEC approach experience help to reach them?
Do you have an approved SEAP and are you ready to take
action? How supportive are various stakeholders (city
administration, businesses, citizens etc.) of smart city initiatives?
What are the potential funding options?
Explore the SEC channels, learnings and materials (SEC/N,
webinars, public deliverables, events, self-service platform etc.) to
boost your planning and implementations skills and learn from
good practices. Be clear about the reasons for developing a
replication and scale-up plan!

45

Available at: http://toolkit.the-icsf.org/Home See also “Defining Replication, Scaling-Up, and
Mainstreaming in the Context of the Pacific IWRM Programme: Identifying Priority Areas of Work for
Work Plan Development”, 2011, SOPAC/GEF/IWRM/RSC.3/16.
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Understand the
options for
replication

DESIGN

Select the
replication model
that works for you

Design your
replication model

Develop
recruitment and
support functions
for replication
SYSTEMISE
Document systems
and processes
Develop legal
documentation
Understand the
elements that need
to be in place for
your replication
pilot to be a
success

PILOT

SCALE

Develop a plan for
communicating with
your implementers
Put your monitoring
and evaluation
framework into
practice and instil a
feedback loop for
continuous
improvement of the
replication process
Develop a clearer
picture of
organisational
changes needed to
achieve scale
Consider other
areas important to
scaling successfully

Work through the SEC replication toolkit (replication strategy, LH
solutions, SEC journey, replication tools) and analyse it in terms
of your city needs, capabilities and current stage of smart city
developments.
Is it the intervention package implemented in Vitoria-Gasteiz,
Tartu or Sonderborg or is it a combination of all of their solutions
(e.g. the Tartu retrofitting package, the Sonderborg citizen
engagement approach and the Vitoria-Gasteiz mobility actions)?
Turn to deliverables referred in the toolkit for in-depth (technical)
information on the planning, implementation and monitoring
processes of SEC demo solutions and start designing a contextspecific replication plan with feasible business models with your
stakeholders (see also chapter 7.1.1 and 7.2).
Who are the planners, implementers, technology/service
providers, owners and users of the solutions to be replicated?
Which other stakeholders need to be involved for consultation
and support purposes? Who will assume leadership of the
replication project? Involve the key stakeholders before critical
decisions are made!
Improve and update your replication plan according to the
proposed outline (see also chapter 7.2), including a definition of
the process as a whole, city characterization, city needs definition
and prioritization as well as intervention baseline.
Prepare the necessary legal documentation, contract the
respective actions, launch tender processes where needed.
What are the local conditions (i.e. socio-economic, business and
funding, environment, policies and regulations) that determine if
the replication project will be successful or not? Have all the
elements been taken into account in the replication plan? For
instance, are the climate conditions, energy consumption patterns
or citizen attitudes been accounted for?
Set up a communication strategy for coordinating activities,
engaging interest groups and stakeholders and reviewing the
planning and implementation progress.
Set up a monitoring system for evaluating the performance of the
replication project based on KPIs that, in addition to assessing the
success of the current project, enable to gather input into further
initiatives and scale-up projects.

How does the replicated solution perform in the new urban
context? What are the aspects that determined its success and
can be scaled up in the city (e.g. in other districts) and what are
the context-specific elements that still need to be modified for
further initiatives?
What else should you be doing in the next ca. 5 years to increase
the impact of the replicated solutions? How will be solution be
further developed and how will it be supported by other smart city
areas? Update your replication roadmap.

Table 9: SEC replication checklist
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7.2 Replication roadmaps
Replication and scale-up plans comprise of a series of associated actions. It is anticipated
that a series of learnings will be identified and their significance justified and implementing
the SEC demonstration project is an important basis for that. Replication
strategies/roadmaps will be designed as a means of repeating relevant key learnings and
these strategies will include detailed discussion of stakeholders and tools needed to
implement the strategies, as well as details about the desired impact of the strategy,
including reference to the intended audience and scope.46 Therefore, a key element of
replication and scale-up is preparing an action plan that addresses city needs – for the SEC
follower cities, this will be done in WP8 task 8.5 “Replication Roadmaps”.
This sub-chapter tries to summarize all the aspects that could affect the design and
implementation of a smart urban regeneration project and, therefore, should be analysed
starting from the first stages. Most importantly, the relevance of local conditions (i.e. city
characterization) have to be taken into account when following the SEC integrated approach
(D2.4):
 the local conditions that affect project objectives can be categorized into four groups:
socio-economy, business environment, financing/funding opportunities and urban
environment;
 the components of the integrated intervention are related to improvement potential
and include energy-related technologies (energy supply and consumption, building
stock and retrofitting, mobility etc.) and enabling technologies (ICT and social
engagement).
As such, the definition and prioritization of city needs should be based on a proper
analysis of the local conditions, identifying those components (barriers, drivers) that are likely
to have the biggest impact on achieving the objectives. Finally, although the intervention
baseline should be outlined during this diagnosis phase, it cannot be completed before the
intervention project has been finalized (D2.4):

Figure 11: SEC diagnosis process

46

“Defining Replication, Scaling-Up, and Mainstreaming in the Context of the Pacific IWRM
Programme: Identifying Priority Areas of Work for Work Plan Development”, 2011,
SOPAC/GEF/IWRM/RSC.3/16. Available at: http://old.iwlearn.net/manuals/documents/replication-andsustainability/defining-replication-scaling-up-and-mainstreaming-in-the-context-of-the-pacific-iwrmprogramme-identifying-priority-areas-of-work-for-work-plan-development/view
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Replication Roadmaps (created for each city
Replication Roadmap = a contextparticipating in the project or interested in engaging in specific roadmap that outlines how
integrated urban planning process through the SEC/N) specific
solutions
will
be
will specify the IUPs at a scale that can be taken from implemented in a city.
the exploitable and replicable solutions from the LH demonstration projects in specific areas
of city government and investments. This means delivering a Replication Roadmap i.e.
designing specific solutions at the level of each city including the objectives and areas
targeted, local regulations and planning documents, engagement of citizens and
stakeholders. The Replication Roadmap will contain an agenda and milestones as well as a
proper financial plan. Delivering the plan will also use participative methods for engaging
necessary stakeholders.
Regarding the creation process of replication roadmaps, these plans could follow the flow
and include the elements of the SEC strategy that outlines the main steps of planning and
implementation that correspond to the previously described four distinct project phases in
chapter 7.1 (see D2.7 for explanations and details):47

























Step 0.1: defining the city-level governance model and management structure
Step 0.2: gathering all the information available
Step 0.3: diagnosis of the city
Step 0.4: defining the city-level strategy (action lines, interests)
Step 0.5: defining suitable areas of intervention
Step 1.1: defining an integrated management plan
Step 1.2: designing a city information open platform
Step 1.3: project framework definition
Step 1.4: selecting the optimal solutions
Step 1.5: defining the indicator system
Step 1.6: selecting the optimal technologies
Step 1.7: selecting a technical team for the interventions
Step 1.8: project definition for the interventions
Step 1.9: financial model definition
Step 1.10: project baseline definition
Step 2.1: integrated project management
Step 2.2: stakeholder engagement and information
Step 2.3: implementing the city information open platform
Step 2.4: commissioning the construction works
Step 2.5: implementing the activities
Step 2.6: completion of the works
Step 3.1: post-commissioning
Step 3.2: intervention assessment
Step 3.3: city impact evaluation

47

See also: “Defining Replication, Scaling-Up, and Mainstreaming in the Context of the Pacific IWRM
Programme: Identifying Priority Areas of Work for Work Plan Development”, 2011,
SOPAC/GEF/IWRM/RSC.3/16. Available at: http://old.iwlearn.net/manuals/documents/replication-andsustainability/defining-replication-scaling-up-and-mainstreaming-in-the-context-of-the-pacific-iwrmprogramme-identifying-priority-areas-of-work-for-work-plan-development/view
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Step 3.4: corrective actions
Step 3.5: operation and maintenance works
Step 3.6: recommendations and next steps for future interventions

As the SEC project will work with Replication Roadmaps in the coming years of the project
and most intensively after implementing the integrated demo solutions, recommendations
about the structure of Replication Roadmaps will be specified in the second version of this
report in the year 2021, after the SEC project has been completed. The overall idea of such
documents is to define the city / district typologies and recommendation on the specific
interventions which can be replicated from the LH cities to the follower cities. Creating highquality Replication Roadmaps is ultimately about turning plans into actions and therefore, will
provide benefits to the city and citizens.
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8 SmartEnCity replication tools
As ca. 1.5 years have passed since launching the project, SEC is still in its infancy and
implementing the demo activities has just begun. As such, the full experience and lessons
learned through the SEC project will not be available until another 2-3 years. Inspiring others
to replicate the SEC approach, however, is a long process that is already being actively
promoted through various SEC channels and tools. This is the practical dimension of
replication – a set of specific tools that are offered through various SEC channels and which
transfer the experience and know-how of the LH cities to other interested city stakeholders.
The specific SEC replication tools, mainly disseminated among the SEC Network as the
main replication channel, are summarized in the following figure:

Figure 12: Replication through SEC/N: SmartEnCity replication tools

8.1 SmartEnCity Network
The SEC Network (http://smartencity.eu/network/) is an indispensable part of the SEC
project, especially for the large-scale replication of the systemic approaches
demonstrated. The aim of the Network is to engage a number of additional cities besides the
official follower cities, Lecce and Asenovgrad, who are willing to replicate the demo solutions
and regeneration strategy process while having access to the know-how and results of SEC
and a privileged contact with the project partners. The Network connects the learnings and
findings of the LH and follower cities with the ambition and need for similar integrated and
systemic transitions in all small and medium-sized cities across Europe. In order to secure a
dynamic and robust process of how the Network cities are engaged, trained and awarded, a
five-step model was created:
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Figure 13: The five-step model of SEC Network

The SEC/N slogan is “You don’t need to be a Capital City to make a major difference”,
addressing mainly small and medium-sized cities (up to ca. 300,000 inhabitants) who have
an approved SEAP. Participating in the Network will give its members a privileged access to
sound replication plans, financing formulas, technology insights and proven experiences.
While having access to the knowledge and results created by the project, the Network cities
are also encouraged to modify their own smart city IUP or smart community strategy.
All in all, the SEC/N strategy is based on the following commitments from the SEC/N
member cities:

 Zero Carbon is our ambition and final goal.
 We engage citizens, but citizen participation is core for achieving our goals.
 The integrated approach is how we plan, engage and implement across city sectors






including mobility, energy and ICT based solutions. IUPs are an important outcome of
the planning process and form the base for implementation.
Action oriented, as we are impatient to implement the IUPs and see the results.
Focused on growth in quality of life - less pollution and a better health, interesting
new work places, stronger personal and city economy. And to be less dependent on
import of fuels and thus able to decide upon our own everyday life.
Sharing and replication to other cities, with respect for their own situation and
values, will document the quality of our solutions and approach.
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8.2 Self-service platform
The self-service SEC/N website (http://smartencity.eu/network) is created to promote the
initial two steps (i.e. awareness and engagement) of the described five-step model and to
make them more inspiring for new and existing members. The SEC/N website platform will:







Include an interactive European map showing SEC/N member cities;
Allow selection criteria across cities to allow easy selection of best practices,
including SEC LH and follower cities solutions;
Encourage SEC/N member cities to present their best practice cases and needs;
Present SEC Replication Toolkit and guide to SEC deliverables and public reports;
Outline an event-calendar for looking into the future and documenting past events;
Present news and deliverables from the SEC Network.

8.3 Webinars
The purpose of the SEC/N webinars is to start sharing best practices and experience
even though the lessons learned will not be revealed in another 2-3 years. The webinars will
offer an opportunity to transfer new knowledge among the SEC/N members as well as other
interested stakeholders, mainly urban planners and people involved in energy and climate
transition as well as citizen engagement in cities. The webinar series will inspire cities to
initiate, plan and implement integrated approaches based on the network value proposition.
The series started in 2016-2017 with 5 webinars focused on the main topics of SEC to boost
network cooperation and test the response. Four of the webinars present best practice
learnings from the SEC lighthouse cities. The topics of the webinars, all available on the SEC
website ( http://smartencity.eu/publications/webinars/ ), were the following:






National energy framing – electricity and heating plans, data availability;
Energy transition at city level – stakeholders, process, energy balance;
Citizen engagement – stakeholder engagement, lessons learned;
Building retrofitting – building standards, retrofitting, economics;
Mobility – challenges and solutions, electrofuel.

During this initial webinar series, participant feedback is assessed and more webinars will be
launched based on the interest, best practice experience from SEC partners and new SEC/N
members. Cooperation with other SCC projects might also be one of the focus points of the
second round of webinars.

8.4 Study tours
To gather extensive hands-on experience of retrofitting technologies and strategies, urban
mobility solutions and ICT measures to integrate the solutions as well as effective community
and stakeholder engagement methodologies, technical study tours will be organized in the
LH cities and possibly in other demo sites as well.
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The first study-tour is scheduled to take place in October 2017, where Sonderborg is hosting
an annual SEC/N event. The study-tour will include learning-discussions, allowing
participating cities to reflect and adapt the Sonderborg-learnings to own local situation.

8.5 Integrated Urban Planning reviews
As part of the replication value offer of SEC, the three LH cities have committed themselves
to reviewing the replication plans and IUPs of the follower (i.e. 2 IUPs and 2 replication
roadmaps) and SEC Network cities (ca. 15 IUPs or integrated planning processes initiated.)
Whereas the follower cities will receive individual hands-on support and expert consultations,
the Network cities can benefit from SEC guidance and extended access to its project results
and contacts. These cities are the backbone of SEC replication, the “pioneers” who will have
a similar agenda to that of SEC and will play a crucial role in generating interest among other
cities.
As described in section 8.1, the SEC Network includes five levels of participation and
commitment. Whereas the first levels are designed for creating awareness, engagement and
attitude, the last two levels require more involvement from the Network members. More
specifically, levels 4 and 5 focus on replicating and disseminating the SEC approach,
solutions and toolkit based on ambition and action and involves the following activities:
Role of SEC
partners

Role of SEC/N
members

Level 4
 Offer the toolkit to initiate IUPs for
participating cities supported by expert
experience
 Select the 15+ replication cities
 Support and coach the selected
cities using SEC knowledge and the
toolkit
 Motivate the selected cities to
implement their IUPs
 Show commitment to develop and
implement IUPs and sign up for
coaching by SEC partners
 Use the toolkit, coaching and
consider the local context to develop
the IUPs
 Start implementing the IUP

Level 5
 Promote the Network cities, their
approaches, solutions, IUPs, results
and impact
 Disseminate results and speed up
communication
 Award best practices within the
Network
 Maintain the Network communication
 Continue implementing the IUPs
 Support
promotion
by
active
participation in Network activities and
storytelling
 Recruit new Network members and
expanding the Network
 Sharing experience

Table 10: SEC/N replication actions

8.6 Capacity-building workshops
A total of 10 local-level stakeholder capacity-building workshops will be organised in
order to help align the SEC approach and methodologies to local conditions and guide the
transformation towards Smart Zero CO2 cities. The aim is to involve/engage ca. 400-500
participants across Europe with these workshops and reach a minimum of 15 new IUPs or
planning processes initiated among the SEC Network by the end of the project as described
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in section 8.5. Some of the workshops will also focus on providing relevant stakeholders with
specific skills related to the solutions developed and deployed in SEC.

8.7 Reports
Besides website news, webinars and the self-service platform, another way of sharing the
SEC project learnings is through reports. As project deliverables tend to be lengthy and
technical, going into detail about the specifics of the project, SEC has introduced the
“publishable summary” sections that are designed for conveying the main message of the
report in simple language that should be understandable to everyone who is not fully aware
of the project. The aim of these sections is to attract interest and give an understanding of
what kind of questions the reader might get answers to when going into the details of the
report.
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9 Outputs for other Work Packages
D8.2 mainly contributes to other tasks in WP8, “Replication to Followers and Smart Cities
Network”. After all, the main result of this WP is the development of high-quality and futureoriented IUPs (task 8.4) for each partner city, either LH or follower, the implementation of
which is backed up by realistic replication roadmaps (task 8.5) that incorporate the lessons
learned from the demonstration activities. D8.2, using the methods and tools of the SEC
regeneration strategy developed in WP2 as input, will support successful integrated planning
and replication that leads to new Smart Zero CO2 projects in the follower cities and the SEC
Network.
In terms of other WPs, D8.2 includes tools and activities that are relevant to the effort of
WP9 “Exploitation, dissemination & communication”. Also, all activities performed in WP9 are
implemented in close cooperation with the SEC Network of WP8, especially when it comes to
communicating replication progress, notifying of upcoming and past events/activities,
engaging new members etc.
The inputs and outputs related to D8.2 are summarized in figure 14:

Figure 14: D8.2 inputs and outputs in relation to other work packages of the SEC project
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